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OUTREACH



TUESDAY CLUB (Elena Telyukina)

The Club is organised for senior members of  the church and local com-
munity and aims to provide a place of  fellowship and care in an age of  

isolation and loneliness.

In 2020 we were able to organise three meetings with the usual pro-
grammes - a lecture followed by a fellowship lunch - with the regular at-

tendance between 19 and 24 members.

During the pandemic months, pastor Ron Clemow, despite personal 
circumstances, kept in touch  with club members by phoning them reg-
ularly, and the pastoral team communicated by sending cards via post.

Carol singing was organised by the Neacsu, Muckle and Ghioalda fami-
lies in December and some of  our senior members have been blessed 

by the carolers.



PARENT & TODDLER GROUP (Elena Telyukina)

The Parent & Toddler Group, led by Emi Shimizu, was open for the community for 
several weeks in January-March 2020 before the first national lockdown.  It was en-
joyed by both parents/carers and children, as our volunteers (Pat & Terry Dyckhoff, 

Pilira Zapita, Ruth & Ron Clemow, Victor Barendse) provided a safe environment for 
toddlers and a friendly atmosphere for adults.

A new service – NEKCS (Newbold Eco Kids Clothes Swap) - was launched in Febru-
ary and its start was a success, as its aim was to combat waste and facilitate a spirit of  

community. 
The NEKCS enabled parents/carers to donate a single item or a bundle of  new, 

unused or used, but good and clean kids clothes. In return parents/carers could select 
one item at a time, in turn with other participants, from the NEKCS box, equivalent 

to the number of  items they had brought to swap. 

We hope we can resume theses projects once it is safe to reopen our 
facilities to the public.



HOMELESS MINISTRY (Victor Barendse)

The vision for our homeless ministry can be found in Matthew 25: 35,36.

 ‘For I was hungry and you gave me something to eat, I was thirsty and you gave me something 
to drink, I was a stranger and you invited me in, I needed clothes and you clothed me, I was 

sick and you looked after me, I was in prison and you came to visit me’.

December 2019 thDecember 2019 through to March 2020 was the fourth winter that we’ve run the Thursday 
night/Friday morning night shelter for those without a place to live. We invited in strangers and 
gave them a place to stay, something to eat and something to drink, clothes to wear and looked 
after them when they were sick. Alas this year Covid stopped our night shelters just one week 
before we were scheduled to finish. I think this was the last activity in the church before lock-

down.

Our night shelters operated like this: during the week our kind cooks prepared about 30 meals 
(soup, 1 veg, 2 meat mains, vegetables, salad, desert, fruit) which were dropped at the church 
café between 6.30 and 7pm on Thursday. Because we’re out of  town we ran the minibus to 

Bracknell station to pick guests up at 7.15pm. During the evening in the cafe area there’s time 
for dinner (guests and volunteers eat together), a shower, games, chat and companionship, prac-

tical help with problems, consultation with a very caring medical team and trying on 
clothes/shoes. Bedtime means a sleeping bag, mat and pillow in the warmth and safety of  the 

cchurch. Friday mornings started at about 5.30am for the morning team, who provided a hearty 
breakfast from 6.30am as well as take away lunches. The minibus did the return trip to the sta-

tion at about 8.15. And we packed up before parent and toddlers started at 10am.



HOMELESS MINISTRY (Victor Barendse)

Once again we partnered with six local churches that opened on the other nights of  
the week - St Marks in Binfield, Easthampstead Baptist Church and St Michael’s in 

Easthampstead, the Methodist Church in Priestwood, and St Joseph’s and Holy Trini-
ty in the town centre. Between us, there was always a place of  refuge from cold and 

hunger and a warm reception for those with little or nothing. 

Before the 2019-20 night shelter began, the council took steps to address homelessness 
in Bracknell and housed around 15 of  the people we were looking after during the 

previous winter. So we started with around 6 people sleeping over with about another 
6 joining us just for dinner and to visit the medical team. The numbers soon grew to 

12 to 15 and stayed at about that number through the remainder of  the winter.

TThe homeless ministry isn’t just about meeting physical needs. Over the winter we saw 
most of  the guests being in a better place in terms of  how they see the world and 

relate to others. Over time we’ve seen guests conquer addictions, find Jesus, become 
volunteers themselves and manage the night shelters.



HOMELESS MINISTRY (Victor Barendse)

And we want to express our gratitude and thankfulness to many people:

- The 40+ volunteers whose caring and compassionate hearts were matched by their actions to make 
a difference

- Edit (the senior) Liebhardt who kindly took up the challenge of  organising the evening meals

- The chefs that cooked meals for us and kindly donated the ingredients.

- Jeremy Brittain who was the backbone of  the overnight shift and backup for organising the 
eevening activities

- The team from Warfield Church and Puii Paine, who were up so early on Friday mornings to prepare 
breakfasts and pack lunches

- Our sisters and brothers from the other partner churches who the shared the journey with us 

- Joanne C who somehow contacted the church office to donate towels, just 5 hours after I’d consigned our 
mould-afflicted ones to the rubbish

- The Piggott School students and their families who donated clothes and shoes, organised by Tom Stone

- Elaine and D- Elaine and David Chalmers-Brown of  Pilgrim Hearts and Donna Montague who was wonderful as our 
Pilgrim Hearts night manager  



HOMELESS MINISTRY (Victor Barendse)

We spent a little over £800 that was mainly spent on food at the beginning of  
2020 and Costa Coffee gift cards as Christmas presents. We received £185 from 

the SEC evangelism fund. 

WWe have not been able to, or needed to, run the night shelter for the 2020/21 
winter due to Coronavirus restrictions and because most homeless in Bracknell 
have been placed into temporary accommodation for Public Health England 

health reasons. Instead in November and December we started planning for a ser-
vice delivering meals to those in need, to start in January 2021.

We trust that we’ve been a blessing to those we’ve served. We’ve been blessed by 
the experience and our perspective on life has changed through it. And we’ve 

been blessed by a Spirit-filled atmosphere on our Thursday evenings.
 



BINFIELD CAFÉ (Claudette Ghioalda)

It goes without saying that 2020 has been a year like no other, impacting groups 
and organisation world-wide and our local Binfield Craft Café is no different.  

We started back in January 2020 with a well-balanced plan to have as many local 
artisans as possible share their passion of  crafting with us.  

We started with 2 sessions per month and managed to successfully deliver 4 ses-
sions before the lock-down started.  

Subsequently, we tried to move to online sessions.  

We have seen the demands of  juggling lock-down, working from home and 
normal family life impact members' ability to attend and deliver sessions and as a 

result, took a break for the best part of  6 months.  

During Q4, we started back with virtual sessions delivered via Zoom. 



BINFIELD CAFÉ (Claudette Ghioalda)

13 Jan 2020 – Upcycling using Powertex with Jan Mattinson

20 Jan 2020 – Make and take card and gift tags

10 Feb 2020 – Chocolate decorating and hand-made gift boxes

9 Mar 2020 – Pebble Art

30 Mar 2020 – Craft online via ZOOM

19 Oct 2020 – Bottle craft/Upcycling via Zoom

2 N2 Nov 2020 – Story Spoons with Kirsty Munday via Zoom

16 Nov 2020 – Watercolour Christmas cards with Rachel Lux via Zoom

30 Nov 2020 – Christmas centrepieces with Luisa Hulbert via Zoom

14 Dec 2020 – Czech Christmas cookies with Petra Spacilova via Zoom



BINFIELD CAFÉ (Claudette Ghioalda)

On the 22 Feb 2020, Carina Marques, Dorothy Marques and Claudette Ghioalda attended the 
Create It Farnborough Craft Show for inspiration and resources and came back fired up with loads 

of  plans and resources (unfortunately most of  these are still waiting in the cupboard for when we can 
meet face-to-face again).

Throughout the various lockdowns we have continued to inspire and encourage each other through 
our Facebook group and keep in contact with members via FB as well as individual messages and 

chats.  

MembeMembers share interesting ideas they find and also projects that they are working on, with the group.  

One of  our members, Rachel Lux, was very instrumental in sharing her creativity and love for 
people by making home-made cards for various people in the church community and these could be 

sent out by the church office.  

Back in December one of  our community members, Kirsty Munday, sent out an appeal for assis-
tance to make blankets for her daughter’s charity – the charity raises money and resources for a 

NICU unit.  

The blankets will go into support boxes for various families.  Kirsty has been overwhelmed with the 
responses received, as members have shared the project with friends and colleagues and Kirsty is 

amazed by the far-reaching support from this request.



BINFIELD CAFÉ (Claudette Ghioalda)

Our online membership has grown from 236 to 281.  

Due to the limited resources available to support the organisation and planning for events, 
2021 has seen the delivery of  sessions change to more informal Craft, Chill and Chat ses-
sions where members come to spend time together and work on their own projects being 

alternated with the learning/sharing sessions we did in the past.



ORGANIC CO-OPERATIVE (Claudette Ghioalda)

Newbold Organics has been running for a little over 2 years and like all other groups has had to 
adapt significantly during 2020.  The group is entirely dependent on voluntary work with a focus on 

offering a range of  organic produce for members, at a reasonable price.

WWe service an average of  12 families weekly with a total spend of  about £300 - £350 per week on 
fresh produce.  At the peak of  the first COVID lockdown, when families struggled to get delivery 

slots from mainstream providers, our service was not impacted, and orders increased to £1,000 per 
week with many more visiting members.  Besides the weekly ordering of  fresh produce, the group 

also does a non-perishable order every 6 weeks for items such as nuts, flour, legumes, etc. and a bulk 
order of  sunflower mince every 6 months.

Due to CDue to COVID we have had to alter our processes and have moved to outside packing and collec-
tion, use of  PPE as required and restricted groups of  packers, to ensure the safety of  volunteers and 

members.  

Special thanks to Filipe Moreira who has helped us to improve our ordering process with the devel-
opment of  an online app where members can place their weekly order.  This has significantly re-

duced the time/effort and accuracy of  ordering. 

Through the year we have also been able to donate excess produce to various families
 



ORGANIC CO-OPERATIVE (Claudette Ghioalda)

We have seen many members leave the group over the last year, some of  which have been COVID 
related.  Last month we conducted a survey to gain feedback from the group to help shape our next 

steps.  Below is a brief  result from the survey.  Special thanks to Helen, Asun and Rafa for their 
efforts in getting this survey published.

 



SABBATH WALKS (Seka Becejac)

Very short but powerful paragraph on the activities and aims of  the church walking group, 
that Johnny and Seka Becejac lead, received by email (in January 2021) from a wonderful 
regular non-Adventist walker - a friend of  family R.: “I’ve always felt that walking (with 

you/ every single one of  you) was no ordinary walking. There has always been more to it. 
Miss you all too”.

You can see how blessed we and every walker in the group are. It is a missionary outreach 
as well as restorative, refreshing, enjoyable and a blessing we share every Sabbath. 

EEven in this lockdown, we managed to walk many Sabbaths keeping the suggested number 
of  people in the group. 

We would take 6 people - train 2 of  them that would lead new group of  six the following 
Sabbath on the same walk, while we took a different walk with another group and so on.

 We kept each other sane, happy and blessed during such unprecedented times.



PRAYER MINISTRY (Dragana Antic)

Wednesday evening prayer meetings: for the second half  of  2020 we set up a Zoom 
prayer meeting every Wednesday at 7:00 pm. With participants between 8 and 16 people 
we concentrate on the Word of  God, reflections and prayers. Our prayer list consists of  

the spiritual matters of  our church and any prayer request we gather during the week. Be-
sides the excellent community experience we are grateful for all the answers to our prayers.

Week of  prayer 2020: During 7-14 November 2020 we organised the Zoom Week of  
Prayer using the material provided by the GC. Participants were directed into prayer 

groups and we had everybody praying every evening. The discussions were lively and the 
prayer list grew as the attendance grew also. Many expressed the desire to continue experi-

encing God through prayer in a group setting. We were grateful for the presence of  God 
and all His answers on prayers.

10 Days of  prayer: During 6-16 January 2021 we involved many of  our elders and de-
partmental leaders in conducting prayer meetings during the 10 days of  prayer. Despite 

the technical difficulties we were able to concentrate on God’s Gift – the Holy Spirit – and 
His wonderful works in human lives. The participants experienced renewal of  their spiritu-
al commitments to God and also gained a sense of  working together with God for the sal-

vation of  others



PASTORAL



PASTORAL REPORT (Marcel Ghioalda)

Introductory remarks

The number of  words used in this report will never do justice to the amount of  work, 
energy spent sacrificially (emotional, physical, moral and spiritual) and the impact this past 
year has had on the office staff, our leaders and our members.  For this reason, I would like 
to extend my personal and humble thanks to everyone who contributed in many different 

ways to continuing the mission of  our church in 2020!



PASTORAL REPORT (Marcel Ghioalda)

January - March 2020

2020 began in earnest with a lot of  plans which were put in place by every single team in the church.  We 
had great plans for the entire year, spanning from training to involvement, from church to community ben-

efit, from maintaining to growing.  The first three months of  2020 were a flurry of  activity in every 
possible way.

When international news picked up on the rapid spread of  COVID, all three institutions which share this 
campus launched into action, discussing ways of  managing a potential lockdown, which at that time, ap-
peared to be a short-term inconvenience.  A Crisis Monitoring and Management Group (CMMG), con-

sisting of  members from existing teams as well as other professionals was put together to address these cir-
cumstances (health professionals, and technology, finance, pastoral, church services teams, building, etc).

Their immediate task was to assess the impact of  Covid and recommend risk management measures 
which were going to affect: the Toddlers Club and Tuesday Club, Fire Brigade visit (Adv), Special Needs 
training and Health & Wellbeing seminars, Pilgrim Hearts, Potluck, Community kitchen, Cleaning and 

Work day, ADRA Concert (May), a number of  paid events (PGL, TED ABE & PBE, PTF Camp), various 
hires, a number of  groups (Small Groups, Tutoring, Walking), SEC pastors’ meetings, Church Services, 

Communion service, etc).  Within a very short period of  time (two weeks), besides carrying out our normal 
programs, we had to make decisions for an unknown future and take the congregation with us on this 

perilous jouperilous journey.  

Below, I will address all five priority areas of  our church and how they were discharged during the 
pandemic.



PASTORAL REPORT (Marcel Ghioalda)

WORSHIP
March – June 2020

During 2020, During 2020, we remained committed to providing a meaningful and relevant worship experience for our 
church and this took the form of  the Sabbath morning worship programme.  For the first three months 
(21.03 – 27.06), every programme was pre-recorded and edited as one file, which was uploaded to our 
YouTube channel directly and accessed via our website and Facebook.  A planning group made up of  

leaders of  departments as well as individuals required for various aspects of  the worship, met each week to 
discuss the composition of  the upcoming programmes. Every worship programme required extensive 

amounts oamounts of  work in planning, recording and especially video / audio editing.  All this was exacerbated by 
the restrictions imposed in the first lockdown.  Some of  the highlights of  this first period include: the speed 

of  response on the part of  the organising and technical team, the high levels of  creativity in each pro-
gramme and some of  the special events (the Easter programmes, virtual communion, PTF & ADV investi-
ture, programmes led by various departments, many special features from the lives of  our people and their 

communities).  Some of  the challenges experienced during this period of  time were: very heavy depen
dence on those who edited the audio and video on a weekly basis (Daryl Gungadoo and his family carried 
most of  the pressure, and Daryl was occasionally assisted by Chris Demerdziev, Heverton Goes, and some 
others on smaller projects), the challenge of  compiling home-recorded materials of  sufficient quality for 
our worships, the need to work far in advance in order for individuals to record and for us to edit, etc.



PASTORAL REPORT (Marcel Ghioalda)

WORSHIP
July – September 2020

GiGiven the unsustainability of  the previous model, in an attempt to spread the workload, and to give our members 
a sense of  being back in church (virtually, at least), a decision was made by the planning group, to move from a 
fully pre-recorded worship program, to a live broadcast (which still included some pre-recorded elements).  To 
this end, in July 2020, we set up three different areas in the church building (mini studios), while maintaining 

social distance.  This move revealed a different set of  challenges: a limited pool of  people able and willing to join 
us on site, antiquated equipment in our inventory, lack of  necessary equipment for broadcast, limited broadband 

speed, operspeed, operating during the summer holiday meant fewer human resources, etc.  During this phase, each mini 
studio was surrounded by a forest of  lights with no communication between them.  Our technical team used im-

provised walkie-talkies to communicate between them and facilitate smooth transitions.  To address some of  these 
limitations, the Church Board approved an extensive financial package aimed at rectifying some of  these bottle-
necks.  The equipment will be updated over a period of  two years with the most essential purchases being made 
immediately.  Our technical team sourced a significant number of  used pieces of  pro-equipment and sold some 
of  the old technology in order to offset expenses.  Also, we have begun drafting in a number of  extra volunteers 

to share the load for the weekly programmes, as well as prepare for a situation when one of  the teams will be 
quarantined.  The College graciously agreed to allow us to use their fibre optic internet connection free of  charge 

(we only had to pay for installation costs) and an aircon unit needed to be installed in the video room to assist 
with overheating in the summer months.  Over the months, a structure emerged in relation to the running of  the 

programme, with a number of  clearly defined areas (sound, video, visuals, cameras, and stage directing).



PASTORAL REPORT (Marcel Ghioalda)

WORSHIP
September 2020 – February 2021

Building on the pBuilding on the previous developments, and as volunteers and equipment became avail-
able, we continued to improve our set up in a number of  significant ways: the new-to-us 
(used) cameras allowed us to broadcast in HD, a new and young team of  camera people 
allowed us greater flexibility of  operation, the lighting gantry allowed us to suspend the 

lights and clear the platform of  the forest of  standing lights, painting the wall black meant 
that we did not have so many obvious shadows to compensate for, the new wooden panels 
allowed us to utilise a greater area of  the platform which was previously lost because of  

the camera anthe camera angles which caught the unsightly exit doors.  Some of  the outstanding 
achievements of  this period include: a growing team of  volunteers, programmes with a 

greater visual appeal, a stronger element of  consistency reflected in 2 weeks of  Contempo-
rary-style / 2 weeks of  Family-style worship, special worship programmes (WOSE, Com-
munion, Sisterhood, etc).  Of  special note are the programmes during December which 

included Adventist Domini, a Contemporary youth service, a children’s programme (with 
the Primary School play) and an end of  the year service.



PASTORAL REPORT (Marcel Ghioalda)

WORSHIP
September 2020 – February 2021 (cont.)

FFrom a leadership point of  view, our team had a set of  priorities which guided our decisions.  They 
included: inclusivity (as seen in the number of  families, individuals, preachers, features involved in 
various aspects of  the worship programmes), diversity (different worship styles, people involved, 

issues addressed), creativity (children’s stories, the Primary School play and children SS contributions 
in the Christmas programme, music, illustrating different elements [countdown, lower thirds, transi-
tions, special effects], concepts of  programmes [Easter cluster, Real Life Lives, PTF \ ADV Investi-
ture], relevance (sermons, music, special programs), balanced (preachers, departmental contribu

tions, special programmes).

While it is very difficult to assess the level of  success with which we facilitated Sabbath morning wor-
ship in the lives of  our church community, we can only report to you the statistics available to us (see 

addendum at the end of  the document).  According to the number of  views received on YouTube 
and Facebook, there seems to be a consistent element to our programmes, around an average of  

1,200 views per week, with around 100 live views on YouTube and around 30 on Facebook.  In as 
much as it is difficult to ascertain how long a person views a programme or which parts of  it, as well 
as how many people were in one household (which only accounts for one view), one thing is for sure: 

our pour programmes are consistently delivering worship on a Sabbath morning directly into people’s 
homes.



PASTORAL REPORT (Marcel Ghioalda)

BIBLICAL TEACHING
In 2020, we remained committed to continuing the teaching element of  our church.  This took the 

following format:

- Small - Small groups – prior to the Covid pandemic, we initiated the formation of  Small Groups and the 
training of  Small Group leaders.  We provided resources via our website for any group which wanted 
to avail themselves of  it.  The pandemic, however, also saw the formation of  small groups, indepen-

dent from us.  Our aim is to identify these groups in order to assess what level of  support they 
require

- Learning Hub –27 episodes of  teaching were either specially produced during 2020 or published 
from previous existing series on our Learning Hub platform via our website.  Their purpose is to 

continue the teaching element of  our church and help support people spiritually and intellectually
Our children and adult Sabbath School classes continued during the lockdown and the respective re-

ports will highlight the successes and challenges encountered

- PTF / ADV – the two clubs have adapted their curriculum to the circumstances and continued 
with most of  their planned learning in spite of  the impossible challenges

- Youth Vespers / Sabbath School – for a large part of  the year, the youth have provided learning 
opportunities for their members and as long as it was sustainable, it was available



PASTORAL REPORT (Marcel Ghioalda)

BIBLICAL TEACHING
- Youth Baptismal Class – a group of  9 young people were ready for baptism in July 2020.  Due to 
the pandemic and its limitations, their baptism was temporarily suspended.  I have continued to 

study with them and hope to proceed with their baptism as soon as it is physically possible and will 
meet with their approval

- - Teens Baptismal Class – In January 2021, I launched a new teens class for 8 young people.  The 
class is for the children and their parents and a new set of  studies is written especially for this and the 

following new cohort

- Tweens Baptismal Class – A group of  9 tweens have joined this new class with a similar set-up to 
the above. 

- - Theology students – three new theology students have been assigned to our church and we are 
grateful for their contributions to our ministries.  They are involved in a curriculum of  practical 

learning which involves both theoretical concepts as well as practical involvement in the running of  
our church.

- Premarital Counselling – a number of  couples have completed the course with me and two have 
already got married (with a third one to follow this week)



PASTORAL REPORT (Marcel Ghioalda)

CARE FOR EACH OTHER

During 2020, a lot oDuring 2020, a lot of  our members experienced major changes to their circumstances.  Tragically, 
some have lost their lives or their loved ones, both here and abroad.  Others lost their jobs, or their 

businesses were severely affected.  Some of  our members were infected with Covid and experienced 
debilitating symptoms.  A significant number of  our members were directly affected by the changes 
made in the restructuring of  Newbold College.  A lot of  people were impacted mentally by the con-
stant stream of  bad news, speculation and isolation from people.  Some of  our church community 

relocated in order to be able to handle the current pressures better.

Our pastoral care was extended to people through pastoral visitations (when allowed), phone and 
Zoom calls, electronic and written messages as well as special church services (weddings, funerals, 

baby dedication), as well as financial support when appropriate.  We continued to pray for our mem-
bers privately and corporately.

There will be more detail in some of  the following reports, which will illustrate a wider network of  
care shown by our church members.  



PASTORAL REPORT (Marcel Ghioalda)

GIFT BASED MINISTRY

Given the restrictions imposed upon us during 2020, two areas of  discovery and deployment of  
gift-based ministry are evident: (1) our Sabbath worships and church ministry, (2) individual groups 

and ministries.  I have discussed the first aspect in the earlier parts of  the report.  

Now I would like to acknowledge that during the Covid pandemic a lot of  people rose to the occa-
sion and got involved in a variety of  ministries.  

These include leading and participating in small groups, Sabbath School classes and care for one an-
other, as well as social media involvement.  

We can only commend and encourage you.  

If  we can support you in any way, please, do not hesitate to ask.



PASTORAL REPORT (Marcel Ghioalda)

OUTREACH

As you would have noticed earlier on, a good number of  our regular outreach activities stopped with 
the pandemic restrictions.  However, in some of  the following reports, you will see how through our 
care programme, our church continued to reach out to people by providing meals and other support 
to those who are most in need.  Also, our worship programmes, as well as the various children’s class-

es, have catered for people who do not regularly attend our church.

One event proved to be of  interest to those outside our church community: the Nativity Exhibition.  
Based on this experience, a new and more involved Easter Exhibition is planned for 2021.



PASTORAL REPORT (Marcel Ghioalda)

Personal challenges:

Just like everyone else, our family has been impacted by the current pandemic.  

Having to home school is a full-time job, on top of  our full-time jobs and like those in a similar situa-
tion to us, we had to find ways to cope, very often paying a high price, especially as we do not have 

family close by.  

Janos being furloughed for the first four months of  the pandemic and part-time for two more 
months, meant increased pressure in every aspect.  

Leading in disruptive times is exciting but also very demanding and the latter always leaves a mark.

However, by the grace and love of  God and through the support received from many of  you, we 
look ahead.  

I would like to express my deepest thanks to those who encouraged us and sought to see things from 
the point of  view of  the larger group, and not only their own.  

Serving a comServing a community with such wide-ranging views on every aspect of  life is a privilege and a high 
calling.  Thank you for the honour!



PASTORAL REPORT (Janos Kovacs-Biro)

A tough year with on and off  furlough periods. April – June: furloughed, 
September – November: part time furloughed. 

Spiritual Care: during the months of  January – March a special attention to our elderly members 
was given, calling them fortnightly and visiting them as often as possible, serving communion for 

them in their homes, regular visits in hospital and care homes, too. 
During the During the various lockdowns contacting all members who have details in our ChurchSuite database 
by e-mail – sending out 576 e-mails in June, visiting elderly, carrying out private conversations in the 

church office, and making 478 telephone calls during the months of  September – November. 

Small GSmall Groups: at the beginning of  the year we have continued concentrating on providing materi-
als for the existing small groups, and on forming new ones. As soon as the lockdown period started 
there were many more Zoom-groups started, which continued over the year. As we continued to 

keep in touch with the members of  the church and youth, the groups developed further into natural-
ly formed groups, Newbold church has 24 of  them – with 223 members involved, 7 groups are of  
evangelistic and witnessing nature, and we have 25 organised groups with 307 group members in 

them. We have also developed smaller entities – about 45 cells which have the potential in emerging 
as small groups within a few months.



ELDERS’ REPORT (Victor Barendse, Ruth Clemow, Francisco Mphande)

During the first quarter of  2020 the Early, Contemporary and Family services were held in fairly typ-
ical style, promoting inclusivity, accessibility and communal fellowship, operating to plan in our usual 

worship venues at Newbold, each Sabbath morning. 

Following the spread of  the Covid-19 pandemic, places of  worship were required to close to congre-
gations as a means of  risk management for infection prevention and control. Our three-worship 

structure became one virtual service organised by Pastor Marcel who engaged talented individuals 
and families to be involved. As a result the three service structure became less obvious and the three 

services mostly lost their identities. 

There was a shift from pre-recorded services to live broadcasts as permitted by government. We have 
appreciated the enormous effort and dedication required and sacrifices made in delivering these ser-

vices to homes.

The loss of  social interaction at a physical church service has had a significant impact on our ability 
to care for people. Newbold has always been a fluid church in terms of  membership and attendance 
and informal Sabbath contact has been an important part of  looking out for people. In response to 
the new environment our emphasis under the themes of  ‘Caring for one another’ and ‘Outreach’ 
was to encourage the maintenance of  existing small groups and individual personal relationships, 

whether formal or informal.



PASTORAL REPORT (Janos Kovacs-Biro)

Youth: towards the end of  the year 2020 there have been changes in youth leadership of  Newbold 
Church. Sam Semakula and I are coordinating the youth activities of  Vespers and Sabbath School – 
Danilo Puskas joins us once a month – starting Bible studies with them, involving them in worship 

services and prayer meetings. The development of  a Strategic Plan for the Youth is underway. 

Preaching: preached according to the preaching plan until the lockdown (4 sermons), then accord-
ing to the changed patterns and needs of  the community (8 sermons). 

Seminars and meetings: small groups seminar to group leaders, SEC training for pastors with 
Pastor Marcel, Tuesday club meetings until March 2020, Wednesday prayer meetings, 10 Days of  

Prayer, and the Week of  Prayer 2020.

We praise God for His blessings and His leading all the way through 2020.



ELDERS’ REPORT (Victor Barendse, Ruth Clemow, Francisco Mphande)

We aimed to understand the wellbeing of  each of  our church members.  However, we can’t say that 
we’ve been very successful in meeting this objective. Information on ChurchSuite only covered a pro-
portion of  our attendees and some was out of  date. Some people weren’t comfortable or weren’t in-

terested in sharing details of  their lives and, we suspect, difficulties. And many people, including 
elders and deacons, have been very time challenged.

In the end existing personal relationships have been the most successful at caring for people. Regular 
phone calls, texts, and other social media contact has been sustained during 2020. These have re-

placed our face to face contact and relationships formerly sustained through church and other social 
activity during the three challenging COVID lockdowns. A list of  known groups as well as individual 
and networks of  members and friends was documented but these did not extend to the total number 
of  our members, let alone attendees. However, this did not mean that they were not connected or in 

touch and cared for by other individual church members. 

The Elders WhatsApp group is a forum for communicating and sharing concerns for our members 
when they, their friends, or community members raise a concern and request practical support, care 
or prayer during times of  personal crisis. And there is a team, organised by Marianne and Asun, that 

is caring for the physical (predominantly preparing meals) of  those going through difficult times.

We are grateful to God that we can share the burden of  concern, need, grief  and sadness through 
intercession prayer. We are grateful too when joy is expressed, like the birth of  a baby. We are 

thankful for answered prayers according to God’s will and purpose.



ADMINISTRATIVE



NEWBOLD CHURCH BOARD SUMMARY ACTIONS (Elena Telyukina)

5 January 2020, 7.30 pm, Church Centre (AdCom)

VOTED: Minutes of  the previous meeting (01-20)
VOTED: Financial Report as at 31 December 2019, budget for 2020 (02-20)
VOTED: Minibus for Newbold College (03-20)
VOTED: Newbold Offering - 1 February 2020 (04-20)
VOTED: Communion (05-20)
VVOTED: Ice-Skating Teens and Tweens (06-20)
NOTED: Next Meeting (07-20)



NEWBOLD CHURCH BOARD SUMMARY ACTIONS (Elena Telyukina)

04 February 2020, 7.30 pm, Church Centre (Church Board)
VOTED: Minutes of  the previous meeting (01-20)
VOTED: Minutes of  AdCom (02-20)
VOTED: Minutes of  Building Committee (03-20)
VOTED: Minutes of  Financial Advisors’ meeting (04-20)
VOTED: Report of  our outreach projects - NEKCS, Walking Group, Care Home Ministry (05-20)
VVOTED: Financial Report (06-20)
VOTED: Video Use (06a-20)
NOTED: Capital Expenditure (07-20)
VOTED: Budget 2020 (08-20)
ENABLING MOTION: to explore e-giving (08-20)
VOTED: Church Strategy (09-20)
NOTED: Global Youth Day - Blood Bank (10-20)
VVOTED: Printing Sabbath School Testimonies (11-20)
RECORDED: Drum Corps (12-20)
RECORDED: Fellowship Lunches (13-20)
NOTED: DBS Checks (14-20)
VOTED: ADRA 2020 (15-20)
VOTED: Business Meeting Agenda (16-20)
VOTED: Policies - First Aid (17-20)
VVOTED: Policies - Safeguarding (18-20)
NOTED: Upcoming Events - KCFS (19-20), Mental First Aid Training (20-20), Disability Awareness Sabbath (21-20), First Aid 
Training (22-20)
VOTED: Church Clerk’s Report (23-20)
VOTED: Membership Transfer (24-20)



NEWBOLD CHURCH BOARD SUMMARY ACTIONS (Elena Telyukina)

03 March 2020, 7.30 pm, Church Centre (AdCom)
VOTED: Minutes of  the previous meeting (08-20)
VOTED: Financial Report as at 31 January 2020 (09-20)
VOTED: Jared’s Scholarship: BACS  (10-20)
VOTED: Minibus Rental for Binfield 10K (11-20)
VOTED: Rental Cost (12-20)
VVOTED: A&P Club’s Camporee - CampSite Fee (13-20)
VOTED: Testimonies Book Editing (14-20)
NOTED: Building Committee’s report (15-20)
VOTED: Membership transfers (16-20)
NOTED: Upcoming Events (17-20)

07 April 2020, 7.30 pm, via Zoom (Church Board)

VOTED: Minutes of  the previous meeting (25-20)
NNOTED: Ministering to Those Who are not well (26-20)
NOTED: Small Groups (27-20)
NOTED: Elderly Members (28-20)
VOTED: Financial Report with decreased income and expenditure (29-20)
NOTED: Reports - Youth (30-20), Youth Mentoring (31-20), A&P Club (32-20), Media and Communication (33-20), Children’s 
Sabbath School (34-20), The Newbold Sisterhood (35-20)
NOTED: Furloughing Pastoral Staff  (36-20)
NNOTED: Dates for Meetings (37-20)



NEWBOLD CHURCH BOARD SUMMARY ACTIONS (Elena Telyukina)

19 May 2020, 7.30 pm, via Zoom (Church Board)
VOTED: Minutes of  the previous meeting (38-20)
VOTED: Financial Report (39-20)
VOTED: Youth Mentoring (40-20)
NOTED: Newbold School (41-20)
NOTED: Sabbath Programmes (42-20)
VVOTED: Expanding the Learning Hub (43-20)
NOTED: Responding to Community Needs (44-20)
NOTED: Networking People (45-20)
NOTED: Elderly (46-20)
VOTED: Nominating Committee - Elections (47-20)
NOTED: Furlough Scheme (48-20)
NOTED: Dates for Meetings (49-20)

11 11 June 2020, 7.30 pm, via Zoom (AdCom)

VOTED: Minutes of  the previous meeting (18-20)
VOTED: Review of  Care to the Members and Community (Family Housing) (19-20)
VOTED: Membership Transfers (20-20)
VOTED: Financial Report (21-20)
NOTED: Website (22-20)
NOTED: Move from Broadcasting to Streaming (23-20)
NNOTED: Risk Assessment (24-20)
NOTED: Job Retention Scheme (25-20)



NEWBOLD CHURCH BOARD SUMMARY ACTIONS (Elena Telyukina)

07 July 2020, 7.30 pm, via Zoom (Church Board)

VOTED: Minutes of  the previous meeting (50-20)
NOTED: Responding to Community Needs (51-20)
NOTED: Networking People (52-20)
VOTED: Financial Report (53-20)
NOTED: Newbold School (54-20)
NNOTED: Sabbath Programmes - Streaming (55-20)
VOTED: Sabbath Programmes - Risk Assessment (56-20)
NOTED: The Learning Hub (57-20)
NOTED: Small Groups (58-20)
NOTED: Children’s Sabbath School (59-20)
NOTED: Youth (60-20)
NOTED: A&P Club (61-20)
NNOTED: Furlough Scheme/Holiday (62-20)
NOTED: Dates for Meetings (63-20)



NEWBOLD CHURCH BOARD SUMMARY ACTIONS (Elena Telyukina)

08 September 2020, 7.30 pm, via Zoom (Church Board)

VOTED: Minutes of  the previous meeting (64-20)
VOTED: Financial Report (65-20)
VOTED: Tithes&Offerings (66-20)
NOTED: SEC Tithe Statistic (67-20)
NOTED: Opening of  the Cafe - Risk Assessment and Logistics (68-20)
VVOTED: Youth Walks (69-20)
VOTED: Newbold School - Occasional Use of  the Cafe (70-20)
VOTED: Children’s Sabbath School Report (71-20)
NOTED: Small Groups Report (72-20)
NOTED: The Learning Hub Report (73-20)
VOTED: Youth (74-20)
VOTED: A&P Club (75-20)
NNOTED: Responding to Community Needs (76-20)
VOTED: Sabbath Programmes - Live Streaming (77-20)
VOTED: Fibre Optic Cable (78-20)
NOTED: Zoom Expenses (79-20)
ENABLING MOTION: Air Con for Media Room (80-20)
NOTED: Furlough Scheme/Holiday (81-20)
VOTED: Membership Transfers (82-20)
NNOTED: Dates for Meetings (83-20)



NEWBOLD CHURCH BOARD SUMMARY ACTIONS (Elena Telyukina)

13 October 2020, 7.30 pm, via Zoom (AdCom)

VOTED: Minutes of  the previous meeting (26-20)
NOTED: Care for Our Members (27-20)
VOTED: Membership Transfers (28-20)
VOTED: Financial Report (29-20)
NOTED: Repairs and Maintenance - Air Con for Media Room (30-20)
EENABLING MOTION: Repairs and Maintenance - Boiler (31-20)
NOTED: NextMeeting  (32-20)

17 November 2020, 7.30 pm, via Zoom (Church Board)

VOTED: Minutes of  the previous meeting (84-20)
VOTED: Financial Report (85-20)
NOTED: Budgets for 2021 (86-20)
NOTED: SEC Tithe Statistic (87-20)
NNOTED: Community Projects (88-20)
NOTED: Responding to Community Needs (89-20)
NOTED: Connecting with People (90-20)
NOTED: Messenger Subscription (91-20)
NOTED: Reports - Children’s Sabbath School (92-20), Youth (93-20), A&P Club (94-20)
NOTED: BUC Delegates (95-20)
NOTED: Christmas Programmes (96-20)
NNOTED: Dates for Meetings in 2021 (97-20)



CHURCH CLERK REPORT (Elena Telyukina)

Attendance:

Church Boards: 6 meetings

AdCom: 4 meetings

Communion Services: 3 (2 Jan, 27 Jun, 19 Sep)

Baby Dedications: 2



CHURCH CLERK REPORT (Elena Telyukina)

Membership Transfers
 
  Jan - Dec 2020                 (Gain -7)
  Into Newbold
  Baptism   n/a
  Transfers                       2 (local)         9 (foreign)
    By profession of  faith 

  Total:                                      11

Out of  Newbold
  Death                         2
  Termination of  membership n/a
  Transfers                       12 (local) 4 (foreign)

  Total:                                      18

MembeMembers: 675



TREASURER’S REPORT
(Please see additional document)

CONFERENCE TREASURER REPORT
(Please see additional document, with notes at the end of  the report)



MINISTRIES



ADVENTURERS AND PATHFINDERS REPORT (Cedric Lux)

We currently have a total of  77 Adventurers and Pathfinders registered; it is a significant drop from 135 regis-
tered at the end of  the year (Jul-20).
This is a direct effect of  Covid-19 with our Adventurers being the most impacted.
At the moment we have 77 children in the club. See below our members per classes



ADVENTURERS AND PATHFINDERS REPORT (Cedric Lux)

We have overall an average of  85% of  attendance in our meetings.

We are at a point where activities we need to do require members to be in a face to face environment 
and we are looking for a way to facilitate this.

Our team:

We are still working with a skeleton crew and this month we have lost our lead counsellor for 
Voyager class. 

WWe have gained two new members in the team. They have started to lead the Friends class. 

We desperately need more counsellors who can take the lead.



ADVENTURERS AND PATHFINDERS REPORT (Cedric Lux)

Programme we are running:

PBE 2021: All three teams have managed to go through the next Conference level. The Conference level competition will be on 
13 February 2021.

Drum Corps: Meeting on Zoom every Tuesday evening from 17h30 to 19h00 and every Sunday morning on the same day 
when we have afternoon Pathfinder meetings. We are still a group of  13 Pathfinders and 1 adult.

Report on the Newbold Pathfinder Drum Corps – Pathfinder Jesse Opoku Drum Director/Leader

TThe Newbold Pathfinder Drum Corps has been going for approximately two years, this year being the second. We have 14 Path-
finders in this programme ranging from age 14-11. Because of  COVID-19 we were restricted in facilitating meetings in person. 
By God’s grace we are able to meet once a week every Tuesday from 5:30pm – 7:00pm and if  we have Pathfinders that week, we 
would also meet on the Sunday from 10:30am-12:00pm. 12 of  the members present in the team have been taught since 2019 
whilst this Pathfinder year we have had 2 new members. 
All 14 of  them have been exceptional and have enjoyed their time learning their new instruments. Even during the three lock-
downs we faced, we have still been meeting as usual though Zoom and they have still been learning and getting better. Now, as a 
team, we have been able to assign leading roles to each instrument. 
They have excelled and shown commitment and are able to teach those learning the same instrument. Because of  this leadership 
team we have formed we have been able to learn 6 cadences that nearly all of  them are familiar with and comfortable with. With 
that being said, there are obvious drawbacks to learning online. One being that learning, any instrument is based on visualisation 
and being able to see. 



ADVENTURERS AND PATHFINDERS REPORT (Cedric Lux)

As not everyone in the team may not have the certain technology to show their playing it is very difficult to correct them if  they 
are wrong. If  they are wrong, they will grow with that wrong technique and by God’s grace if  we are able to meet, extra effort 
and time will be used to untrain that child from the wrong technique and into the proper one. Another difficulty we have is that 
we are a team. Meaning we play together as one. Because of  the latency in Zoom, the sounds from each Pathfinder comes at dif-
ferent times meaning everyone is not able to play together. This is critical as each drummer must be comfortable and understand 
hhow their part links with all the other drummers. We have temporarily got around this by recording one part of  the Drum corps 
to everyone and them practicing with this. Even though it is not the same, it is working to an extent. Overall, it has been very suc-
cessful regarding the circumstances we are in.

TLTs: it is a 4 years programme. Meeting several times each quarter and requiring constant support. We have 3 TLTs registered 
this year and 2 mentors.

Report by Pathfinder Ajah Sylva

TLT is a programme designed to equip teen Pathfinders with the skills and confidence to be effective leaders of  the future.  It 
broadens a Pathfinder’s responsibility and role in the club and the church, to be a servant to man and a friend of  God. It empow-
ers the youth with the knowledge to spread the gospel to all the world.  It helps them to be a part of  something good that is self-
less.  This programme also fosters positive experience and attitude within the church community.  Pathfinders are given new chal-
lenges annually to help with their growth and development.In Newbold this year, we have three TLTs: 2 in Level 2 and 1 in Level 
4.  Due to the pandemic, we had to find new and innovative ways to complete our training.  There are two camps scheduled on 
the weekends of  the 12th – 14th and 19 – 21st of  February. These camps are supposed to replace the in-person camp that would 
have happened in the beginning of  January. The camps should explain what is required for the year ahead, what the require-
ments are for the different levels and give their advice and help to anyone who requires it.  



ADVENTURERS AND PATHFINDERS REPORT (Cedric Lux)

Calendar 2021:

You can see in separate document our proposed calendar from the period of  Jan-21 to Jul-21

We have planned some activities that might need to be adjusted depending on the lockdown restriction at the 
time.

Budget 2021:

YYou will see in a separate document our proposed budget for 2021. The budget reflects the activities planned for 
the year and under Covid-19.

PROJECTS

Fundraising project: We are looking at raising some money using technology. Using some of  our Pathfinders, 
we will provide customized short intro video and logo animation. We would be using the platform fiverr. 

Newbold Drum CoNewbold Drum Corps trip to Portugal: It will depend on Covid-19 situation, but we have been invited to 
join the national Portuguese camporee in April. We would be sharing our knowledge with more than 100 chil-
dren and will be looking to perform in the local town.

 



ADVENTURERS AND PATHFINDERS REPORT (Cedric Lux)

Online short Video club news:

Report by Junior counsellor Esther Mashamba

Newbold Newbold Pathfinders are starting a Pathfinder News Show to keep everyone updated what is going on in the club. 
The type of  content will be announcements, types of  events that will be coming up in the club, Bible verses, spe-
cial items and even mini interviews with the Pathfinders on how they are and even demonstrating different type 
of  hobbies they have whether that be cooking, working out, art, knots etc. The whole point of  doing this project 
is to showcase the different types of  skills the Pathfinders have, their creativity, build up their confidence which is 
an important skill to have in everyday life and also to show the world what Pathfinders is all about which would 
be fulfilling the aim obe fulfilling the aim of  Pathfinders which is 'The Advent message to all the world in my generation'. The whole 
segment should last 5 minutes. For the next couple of  months, the planning would get a team together for exam-
ple some creative or funny script, people who would be willing to come on the show for interviews and special 
items, a tech team, and editing team.



ADVENTURERS AND PATHFINDERS REPORT (Cedric Lux)

2024 International Camporee, Gillette Wyome

As the club we want to attend the camporee for our very first time in our club history. 

It is a major enterprise and requires that we start planning now. 

The international tickets are now available to purchase. There are only a very limited number, about 3000. 

We need to act quickly to show our intent to take part and to secure tickets for the club.



SABBATH SCHOOL REPORT (Seka Becejac)

I keep in touch with many Sabbath School members and do my best to encourage them. We support all the Sab-
bath School groups that we know of  who meet regularly on Zoom. Johnny and I have not missed ANY Sabbath 
since March 2020. Same goes with the wonderful church services provided for our blessings –  and we were bless-
ed indeed.

I also kept 'bugging', pleasing, pushing, encouraging and can report that I have got 36 personal testimonies – 
all edited ready for publishing the 2nd book of  Newbold Church testimonies that were to be pre-
sented in the Sabbath School – and hopefully will be once we can open up the church again.

I hope to get the rest of  the people to contribute their promised work also.

This is also enough of  a feel-good factor - evidence of  grace and blessing.

God bless every single person in Newbold Church.



TEENS & TWEENS MINISTRY REPORT (Anna Radosh)

First of  all we would like to acknowledge Miriam Stoykov and Chanel Currow for their amazing involvement 
with youth. They shared their time, love, and friendship with all of  us and they will be missed in this ministry. We 
were very lucky to work with them and learn from them. We wish them all the best and they will still take part in 
some of  the youth programmes. 

We are continuing our programmes through Zoom on a weekly basis for both of  the groups.
Our nOur next plan is to focus on 16-19 years old and create a separate Sabbath School for them. This is the age group 
that has been the quietest and it is the hardest for us to reach them. Please have them in your prayers and may 
the Holy Spirit help us create the right programmes for them and the rest of  the youth.
 
We wouldn’t be able to run all our events if  it wasn’t for our amazing team:

Caroline Lacoma – Sabbath School teacher and social media lead
Sasha Becejac – Sabbath School teacher
VVitaliy Shrefanyuk – Sabbath School teacher
Delise Larsen – Sabbath School teacher
Jared De Bruyn – Sabbath School teacher and teens event lead



TEENS & TWEENS MINISTRY REPORT (Anna Radosh)

We are also very grateful for wonderful people who keep on giving donations to our ministry, of  course we think 
that all of  you are wonderful but maybe people who have been donating are a bit extra wonderful J
  
Teens Programmes:
-      Bible Study
-      Sabbath School
-      Games
-      Home-      Homework Circle
 
Tweens Programmes:
-      Bible Study
-      Games



CHILDREN’S SABBATH SCHOOL REPORT (Monique Manners-Smith)

Department Structure

FFollowing Johannie’s departure as Children’s Sabbath School Co-ordinator in August 2020, the Children’s Sab-
bath School department has been running as four independent teams, split by age. Each team manages its own 
rotas, Zoom links, budget and resources. Although this leads to some minor differences in the way each team op-
erates, this has allowed the administrative workload required to run Children’s Sabbath School to be shared 
among more people. This was a valuable step for the department in order to guard against ‘burnout’ and (hope-
fully) allow for more natural succession planning.

Zoom Sabbath School Classes

Our Children’s Sabbath School classes continue to run over Zoom. Most classes run for 40 minutes since this is 
the limit allowed with a free Zoom account.  While each age group faces slightly different opportunities and chal-
lenges, there are some common themes throughout the classes:
  1.   Our Children’s Sabbath School teams continue to commit their time, energy and financial 
resources to provide a safe, welcoming and engaging space for our children to encounter God. 
We are incredibly grateful for each one of  our volunteers and send them our gratitude!
  2.  Attendance numbers are continually low. This is particularly noticeable in the younger year groups where it 
is harder for children to engage through a screen. We would like to be able to reach out to those families who 
have not been attending but our resources are already stretched.
  3.    We continue to struggle to find enough teachers.



CHILDREN’S SABBATH SCHOOL REPORT (Monique Manners-Smith)

Cradle Roll (0 - 3 years) - Carina Marques

On average we have been having 7 children each Sabbath. We feel very blessed for all that come and hope that 
the ones that are missing have their own SS with their families instead.

·     It is a challenge to recruit teachers for every class. This will be particularly a problem when we reopen church 
as we have combined classes at the moment. If  we did not combine classes then we could not run.

·     Other cu·     Other current challenges are technology (sometimes with old or damaged computers it's hard to do a Zoom 
lesson) and limited resources (for this age group we need visual aids such as we would have in the classroom but it 
is not possible to provide these to each family)

·     Our plans for this year include:

     • providing families with a bag of  resources for their child which could help their children to interact and 
participate more in Sabbath School
     • offering families a video call to pray with them
          • continuing to celebrate children’s birthdays with a small gift



CHILDREN’S SABBATH SCHOOL REPORT (Monique Manners-Smith)

Kindergarten (4 - 5 years) - Alina Lutso

   After a difficult period towards the end of  last year when this age group was not able to run live Zoom classes 
due to teacher shortages, we were able to start up again in December but we are still desperately short of  teachers.
·     On average we have 6 to 10 children attending each week.
·     The children in this age group are generally engaged during the live classes providing they have an adult with 
them at home to support them (although this is not always the reality).
·     Child·     Children are beginning to be more confident in answering questions and sharing their thoughts. This can still 
be a challenge though as it tends to take these younger children longer to mute / unmute which can lead to any 
discussion feeling ‘clunky’.

Primary (6 - 9 years) - Diana Abril and Rebeca Fenoy-Anthony

·     We are grateful to have 2 new teachers, Pat Eastwood, and Ildy Tokics but this has not filled the deficit.
·     For now, we are managing a teacher per age group but the department coordinators have been providing a lot 
of  backup. It is likely that we will need to merge classes if  no new teachers are found. 
·     On ·     On average there are 5 to 10 children joining each week but it seems to be consistently the same kids that 
joined since we switched to Zoom and many have not joined probably since the start of  the pandemic. 
·     We are planning to introduce a monthly challenge (for example to read a chapter of  the Bible) to help with en-
gagement and something for Easter.



CHILDREN’S SABBATH SCHOOL REPORT (Monique Manners-Smith)

Junior PowerPoints (10 years) - Johannie Gungadoo

   The teachers for the 10 year old class alternate each month with one teacher preferring a Bible study discussion 
format while the other follows the Bible story with a Kahoot quiz. We find these two formats complement each 
other.
·     ·     We have about 8 to 10 children each week. The children are engaged and have settled down a lot as they know 
how to work Zoom now and have tried all the tricks (and the teachers got wiser too on how to use Zoom!). So now 
it is more of  a normal Sabbath school. 
·     The children are really getting the Bible story, they are amazing and we love spending time with them. They 
make us laugh and are becoming more mature. They are getting better and better at opening their Bibles and find-
ing the texts.

Junior PowerPoints (11 - 12 years) - Maria Rosenquist

·     We currently have 10 to 15 attending each week.
·     The children who are turning / have recently turned 13 years old have chosen to remain in this class until Sep-
tember when they will move up to the teens class as a group. This is often been a daunting jump for children of  
this age and this change seems to have eased some of  the children’s anxiety.
·     Maria reached out to the parents of  children in this age group to ask if  she could send their child a letter in the 
post for encouragement. This was very well received and about 20 letters were delivered, including surprisingly 
many to children who were not currently attending Sabbath School. Some of  these children have since joined 
Zoom Sabbath School again.



THE NEWBOLD SISTERHOOD REPORT (Eileen Becejac)

Our vision

   We would like to be the emerging generation of  bold, beautiful women of  God whose strength and confidence 
are restored through the power of  the Holy Spirit and the healing sanctuary of  the church; to be loving, nurturing 
women who know our worth and have a song of  radical freedom in Christ in our hearts.

Highlights of  2020

       1.     SEC Women’s Ministries Department initiative from March – October 2020: 
                  The Woman’s Inspirational Hour
         ·     Eileen Becejac was core member of  planning committee
         ·       3 speakers from The Newbold Sisterhood were key speakers: Judith Nyirenda, 
             Debbie Dingjan-Jones and Eileen Becejac

       2.     The Newbold Sisterhood responsible for 2 Church Beyond Walls services:
       - 02 May 2020
       ·       Speaker: Ida Hakkarainen – “Reasons for getting up”
              - 14 November 2020 – 10 Years anniversary of  The Newbold Sisterhood
       ·       Speaker: Eileen Becejac – “What’s in your hand?”



THE NEWBOLD SISTERHOOD REPORT (Eileen Becejac)

3.     Sisterhood Sabbath School - ongoing

·       Used to take place twice a month in Committee Room B, 1stFloor, Salisbury Hall (2nd and 4th Sabbath of     
  every month) but has moved to Zoom online since March 2020 due to the pandemic.
·       Teachers included: Eileen Becejac, Bruna Petrovic, Kari Johnson, Anett Bay, Johannie Gungadoo
·       Awareness on social media and website: Eileen Becejac
·       Attendance: well attended on an informal drop-in basis.

4.     Sisterhood 4.     Sisterhood website: thenewboldsisterhood.org - ongoing

·       Content and graphics created by Eileen Becejac
·       Details of  everything one needs to know about The Newbold Sisterhood including a blog can be found here.

5.     Sisterhood social media presence - ongoing
 
·       Sisterhood Facebook page: Eileen Becejac (updated regularly)
·       Sisterhood Instagram page: Anna Radosh, Eileen Becejac (updated regularly)
·       Sisterhood ·       Sisterhood YouTube page: Eileen Becejac (not updated in 2020)
·       Creation of  graphics for online presence: Eileen Becejac and Anna Radosh
·       Maintenance of  mail account - thenewboldsisterhood@gmail.com: Eileen Becejac



THE NEWBOLD SISTERHOOD REPORT (Eileen Becejac)

6.     Involvement with Area 5 Women’s Ministries Advisory Board - ongoing

·      Regular meetings with Area 5 Women’s Leaders: Eileen Becejac
·      Eileen Becejac (presented with SEC Women in Leadership Award Nov 2020)

7.     Prayer Groups - ongoing

·      2 prayer groups currently communicate via Whatsapp 
·      Group leaders:  Eileen Becejac, Vladana Santic 

8.     Behind the scenes suppo8.     Behind the scenes support - ongoing
 
·       Food packages for new mums (depending on the availability of  help), death/illness in the family - working to   
  gether with current church initiatives
·       Go to point for serious issues e.g. sexual harassment, abuse, any particular need.

9.     Our Story Our Song conference – cancelled due to pandemic – TBC in 2021.
 
Our plans and dOur plans and dreams for 2021 will be continuing to support and engage the women of  Newbold 
Church in the vision outlined above via the various activities detailed in the report, in order to 
have a meaningful impact in our community and beyond.



THE NEWBOLD SISTERHOOD REPORT (Eileen Becejac)

IN ADDITION (by Elena Telyukina)

At the end of  2020 we’ve received an email from Reverend Wendy Pawsey, Senior Partnerships Manager,
Compassion UK - a charity The Newbold Sisterhood has been supporting for years - with words of  gratitude and 
appreciation:

Dear Eileen, 
 
PrPray you, your family and the congregation at Newbold Church are well!
 
I did try to call but, unsurprisingly in this strange season, there was no answer.
 
My puMy purpose for reaching out was initially to see how you are all faring, how we can pray for you and to share some 
great news. Throughout 2020, with all its challenges and upheavals, NO ONE from the church has cancelled their 
sponsorship. That is pretty amazing and means that there are 15 children that you are collectively investing in. If  
possible I would love to celebrate this with the sisterhood and/or the church (albeit digitally).



PRIMARY SCHOOL – HEAD TEACHER REPORT (Jaki Crissey)

SUCCESSES FOR NEWBOLD SCHOOL AUTUMN 2020 - SPRING 2021

Despite the many challenges our school has faced during this strange academic year, we are very proud of  the suc-
cesses we have achieved. 

1. We have a full staff who are an excellent team and provide an excellent service. They have adapted quickly 
and efficiently to the challenges of  going in and out of  lockdown and have managed to keep the school running 
during the January lockdown for the children of  critical care workers. The school has also been kept open for nurs-
ery children. It has not been easy but we have managed it.

2. Behaviour has been very good. The children returned in the Autumn after a prolonged period of  home learn-
ing and adjusted to being back at school quickly.

3. Growth mindset. The school’s growth mindset has been of  enormous help to both staff  and pupils, as chil-
dren returned to formal lessons and then entered yet another lockdown after Christmas. Most pupils have fully en-
gaged with their online learning and have made the most of  it. As expected, some have found it difficult.

4. Our Christmas Nativity was a great success. This year we changed our presentation to fit in with the nation-
al COVID restrictions. It was clear that we would not be able to have a live performance this year so, with the help 
of  Daryl Gungadoo, Thomas Victor, Asun Olivan and Diana Abril, we managed to make our first ‘movie’. We 
were very grateful to have use of  the church as our studio. The children thoroughly enjoyed this venture and rose 
to the challenge beautifully. We were very impressed with the standard of  acting the project inspired.
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5. School trips. School trips have been suspended until the national lockdown restrictions have ended. We do not 
know if  they will resume before the next school year.

6. Physical Activities. We have been able to include full PE lessons, using our outdoor facilities as much as possi-
ble, while the good weather lasted. 

7. Forest Schools. Since we have such good surroundings - e.g. the wooded areas around Sylvia’s Garden and 
the college grounds, we decided to introduce Forest School’s activities into our curriculum. A number of  our staff  
have strong interest in outdoor learning, which made the timing for this introduction perfect. Mrs Stanborough has 
enrolled on a Forest Schools training programme (financed by our ever-supportive PTFA). She has used her train-
ing to lead Forest School activities for the critical care workers’ children in school over lockdown; this has been a 
big success. E.g. I was called down to the back fence of  the school only to find all the children hiding inside a den 
ththey had built. They had such fun jump-scaring me. These activities are good for the children’s mental health, pro-
mote collaborative learning and also keep them in tune with nature.

8. Critical care workers’ provision. Again, we were able to provide care for the children of  critical care work-
ers (previously known as key workers) over the spring lockdown. Many more places were taken up this time, which 
did put initial strain on our human resources - particularly since we were obliged to open the nursery to all chil-
dren. We had to take one of  our TAs off  furlough to help us cope and many of  the nursery families decided to 
keep their children at home, especially since Mrs Jennings provided full online activities for them every day.
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9. Academic Effects of  the first lockdown. Because we were able to provide quality learning throughout the 
first lockdown, we have found that our children continued to progress in their learning. Our autumn assessments 
showed that most children had made good progress. Those who were working at the expected standards had not 
slipped below and those who were able to achieve more did so. Coming through this unknown crisis, trying what 
we could and learning how to adjust, has been a huge challenge, but I feel justified in saying that we have delivered 
a sound and balanced programme of  education for our children.

10. 10. Prayer and Faith. Our Friday achievement assembly has continued throughout lockdown, with children 
being awarded for their effort. In fact, during the lockdown, there has been more time to read the children Bible 
stories every week and to focus more on the life of  Jesus and how we can find lessons for our modern-day problems 
than there was in the business of  live school assemblies.
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EFFECTS OF COVID-19 ON NEWBOLD SCHOOL

There is no doubt that COVID-19 has put enormous pressure on the school financially, academically and emo-
tionally. even more so during this lockdown than in the last one.

Main Challenges:

     1. Financial impact of  school fees being halved during lockdown. We decided to provide half  fees 
during the first lockdown because we had no idea how the online learning would work. We dipped into our re-
serves to help our parents out financially. Unfortunately, this time we were unable to do so, as our reserves have 
been depleted. We have, however, gained much more experience on remote provision for our children and they 
have received a good education, whilst in lockdown.

     2. Teaching online. During the spring 2021 lockdown, we changed our provision to include some live 
Zoom sessions with our pupils to maintain contact, in response to feedback from parents who told us they felt the 
children’s mental health would benefit from more live learning. There were many security issues that needed to be 
resolved regarding Zoom during the first lockdown and we now feel happier about using it from time to time. 
However, we needed to ensure that we used the Zoom sessions sparingly in order to allow teachers to provide qual-
ity, individual feedback to children’s work, so we continued to use Seesaw to this end. We found that most children 
wwere now much more familiar with Seesaw and what was expected of  them and worked very well independently - 
especially the older children. 
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     3. COVID-19 cases in school. Unfortunately, several staff  and pupils became infected by the virus 
during Autumn Term. Having followed all of  the government-recommended regulations, we found that the bubble 
system worked well. Children and staff  outside the bubble of  the infection remained well. It was only towards the 
end of  the term that the virus entered the school - when the new, more virulent strains were sweeping the country. 
Sadly, several families from the same bubble became infected, but I am happy to say that everyone recovered. We 
have been blessed that no lives have been lost within the school.

          4. Staff  mental health. Remote learning, when done properly, requires much longer working hours from 
teachers. Some of  our staff  have health vulnerabilities, and these remained at home teaching online. We had three 
very hardworking, dedicated members of  staff  who came into school every day and will continue to do so after 
half  term. In order to spread in-school duties, we created a rota system to cover the classrooms, break and lunch 
duties and also the office. Everyone has done their very best to keep the school running and I can only say how 
grateful I am to work with such a willing group of  people. Teaching under these conditions has not come without 
ststress. Last academic year, we had several mental health Zoom sessions with Karen Holford, who gave us some 
good coping mechanisms that have carried on into this lockdown. Fortunately, our staff  are a very harmonious 
team and are able to support each other when support is needed.

     5. LFD Testing: Our school has participated in the Lateral Flow Device testing scheme. Everyone who 
works onsite takes a weekly test. Those who work full time in school, test themselves twice per week and those who 
are in 1-2 days per week test only once. The results are sent off  to the NHS Test and Trace system and are also re-
corded in school on a central document. The tests are optional but everyone has chosen to participate. So far, all 
tests have been negative.
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Falling enrolment: Unfortunately, many of  our people have suffered financial strains due to COVID and, con-
sequently, our pupil numbers have depleted. Newbold School is not the only one of  our schools to be in the same 
position. There will be many financial hardships within many families throughout the country due to this pandem-
ic. However, once the vaccination programme has been rolled out, the pandemic is under better control and the 
economy begins to spring back, I have no doubt we will recover too. Newbold remains a gem in the community 
and I believe our plans to grow will be effective, with God’s grace.

GENERAL CHALLENGES

Even without Covid-19, there are always challenges for any school or business to face and Newbold is no excep-
tion. Below are a few of  the most difficult of  our challenges.

     1. Refurbishment. The library and F2 classroom has been refurbished with new lights, floor to ceiling 
cupboards and a new paint job - all courtesy of  Elena. Although money was left aside for this, Elena managed to 
raise most of  what was required, leaving the funds intact for other much-needed running costs. 

     2. Funds: Clearly, we would always benefit from more funds. Our dear Asun used her skills to take some 
beautiful photos at Christmas, which she sold and donated the proceeds to the school. Our dear Elena raised funds 
for our refurbishment. The PTFA are marvellous fundraisers and are most generous and we have had several gen-
erous donations made from kind individuals. These wonderful people can see the value in what we deliver and are 
willing to help us; for this, we are very grateful.



PRIMARY SCHOOL – BURSAR REPORT (Giles Barham)

Newbold appropriation funding:

In 2020, the kind assistance and support from Newbold Church helped assist in excess of  12 children of  members 
of  Newbold church to afford the education that the school provides. We thank the church for being continually 
gracious and working alongside the vision of  the school in providing your members with this assistance to encour-
age them to immerse their children in the Seventh-day Adventist learning experience.

Scholarship fund:

The scholarship fund, which is funded by offerings taken at Newbold church, assists those families that have made 
earnest and genuine attempts to keep up to date with their children’s fees but are currently struggling.  This year 
the fund was not accessed but there are board plans to assist some families with it in 2021.  The balance of  the 
scholarship fund at the end of  2020 stands at £6,076.

School financial Position:

As with most As with most businesses and denominational organisations, COVID-19 has presented some real challenges for the 
School this past year.  Not only were term fees halved for one term but parents’ personal finances caused a reduc-
tion in enrolment numbers.  The government’s JR scheme was able to negate some of  the challenges that the lower 
income caused.  We ended the year with a 20% negative variance from our budget v actual income and a positive 
variance of  15% in budgeted expenses from actual.  The school has been able to weather the storm up to now and 
we give thanks for those parents that have been able to remain committed to the worthwhile pursuit of  Christian 
educeducation and also to God for his steadfast faithfulness



ADRA (Elena Telyukina)

Unfortunately, we were restricted to use the usual ways of  fundraising for ADRA during its annual 
appeal (door-to-door collection was cancelled, we were unable to organise any events, such as car 
washing, bake sale, concert etc), however, thanks to generosity of  our members we managed to raise 
£1,972.35 through home tins and personal cash donations and £2,365 was donated through tithe en-
velopes and bank transfers, making the total of  £4,337.35

t



COMMUNICATIONS AND MEDIA DEPARTMENT (CMD) REPORT (Thorsteinn Olafsson)

Overview

 The last year has been incredibly busy for the Communications and Media Department.  As we all 
know, the pandemic has made it necessary for us to move our church services to an on-line platform 
and our media team has really stepped up and been instrumental in helping us make the most of  
what technology has to offer, creating a video production that we as a church can be proud of.

  The overarching goal of  this ministry has been to create a service that that feels engaging, personal 
and intimate and can provide a platform that facilitates Christ-centric worship where we can feel the 
presence of  the Holy Spirit.  The journey to this stage has been both rewarding and challenging at the 
same time.  The team has invested thousands of  hours preparing for our services, constantly reinvent-
ing themselves, sometimes with mixed results, but always learned from the process and come back 
stronger.

 The stage has been redesigned.  Wooden panels were introduced to tidy up the background, hide 
cables, and introduce a pleasing surface that can be used for decorations.  The walls were painted 
black to blend into the background and gain additional contrast.  This is a big improvement that con-
tributes to the overall aesthetic quality of  service.
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Technology Investment

      It became clear when live streaming started last summer that much of  the equipment being used 
was no longer fit for purpose.  This was in part due to a change in requirements, but most significantly 
due to an aging technology estate.  Limited investment had been made especially in the video stream-
ing and graphics capability since 2012.  The team compiled a list of  equipment that was necessary to 
support the evolving requirements of  this ministry.  The funding request went to the board and was 
approved at the last meeting.  The guiding principles behind the request was to get equipment that 
would:

1. Serve both Family and Contemporary services after the pandemic

2. Solve the short comings of  existing configuration

3. Be of  a semi-professional standard to ensure production quality and reliability

4. Be cost effective and provide value for money

5. Facilitate a smoother production environment to reduce the stress on the team during the broadcast
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  The total budget requested was £35,214.  The board approved a spend of  up to £20,000 during 
2020 and £15,214 in 2021.  The investment is now largely complete and it is clear that the team will 
be able to return a significant part of  that budget back to the church.  The current spend can be sum-
marised as follows:

Budget requested:    £35,214
Actual cost:          £19,432
Addl expenses:         £2,960 (repairs, additional LCD screens for café area)
Donations:            £1,990
Revenue from old eq.    £1,000
Net cost             £19,402

The reasons for the savings include:

- Second-hand purchases
- Efficiency gains from reconfiguring newly acquired equipment
- Reconfiguration of  lighting set up
- - Reconfiguration of  camera operations

The details of  the budget request and the associated spend is enclosed with this report.  
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A growing Media team

  During the last few months we have seen the media team grow.  We now have 8 new members.  
They are starting as camera operators, but the goal is to train them to be able to take on all responsi-
bilities withing the video production process.

Looking forward

  It has been a very busy year for the team where the on-line church services have received most of  
the focus.  However, we are going to start to give more attention to other aspects of  the department 
including social media, the website and the church digitisation programme.  We are seeing some 
much welcomed interest in our social media presence from some of  our young adults and are looking 
forward to grow that team.  Stay tuned.


